Abstract-The least-mean-square (LMS) estimator is a nonlinear estimator with information dependencies spanning the entire set of data fed into it. The traditional analysis techniques used to model this estimator obscure these dependencies; to simplify the analysis they restrict the estimator to the finite set of data sufficient to span the length of its filter. Thus the finite Wiener filter is often considered a bound on the performance of the LMS estimator. Several papers have reported the performance of the LMS filter exceeding that of the finite Wiener filter. In this correspondence, we derive a bound on the LMS estimator which does not exclude the contributions from data outside its filter length. We give examples of this bound in cases where the LMS estimator outperforms the finite Wiener filter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The least-mean-square (LMS) adaptive filter was first introduced by Widrow. Since then, it has found widespread use in many applications [1] , due in part to the simplicity of its implementation; it requires only a finite-impulse response (FIR) filter and a first-order weight update equation. This simplicity, however, belies what is actually a complex nonlinear estimator. A direct analysis of this estimator's performance does not appear to be feasible; therefore, attention has focused on restricting the statistics of the input processes to simplify this analysis. The "independence assumptions" approach, outlined in Section III of this correspondence, is the most common such method. Through invocation of this strict set of assumptions, the LMS estimator is modeled as the combination of a finite Wiener filter along with some "misadjustment noise" representing the difference between the converged LMS weights and the finite Wiener filter. This approach has been shown to be an effective way of analyzing the LMS estimator in many situations, even when the assumptions are not strictly met [2] . Based on the widespread success of this model, the finite Wiener filter is often mistakenly assumed to bound the performance of LMS estimators. Recently, several papers have reported cases where the performance of the LMS filter surpasses that of the finite Wiener filter. North et al. in [3] first reported a better bit-error rate performance from an LMS adaptive equalizer when used in the presence of a strong temporally correlated interferer than that which is achieved using the corresponding Wiener filter. Reuter and Zeidler in [4] followed this by analyzing the performance of the LMS equalizer in the presence of a sinusoidal interferer by using a transfer function approach to model the system as the combination of a steady-state filter and a time-varying filter. This model allowed for an analytical expression of the error which was used to solve for the optimal step size parameter. Douglas and Pan in [5] and Butterweck in [6] have also each presented methods for analyzing the LMS adaptive filter without use of the independence assumptions. The work in this correspondence extends the investigation of this phenomenon by providing an appropriate bound on the performance of the LMS estimator. We derive this bound in Section IV by bounding the performance of the LMS estimator by that of the optimal estimator for a class of signals without using the "independence assumptions." To solve for the optimal estimator we rely mostly on the wide-sense stationarity of the signals, applying spectral representations, and performing a spectral factorization. This bound, written for the LMS estimator in its most general form, is therefore valid for the four most common applications of the LMS estimator: equalization, noise cancellation, prediction, and system identification. We will then, in Section V, compare the performance of the LMS estimator with that of the optimal estimator in cases where the LMS estimator outperforms the finite Wiener filter.
II. BACKGROUND
Assume it is necessary to estimate the current value of a desired The weight update equation is derived through a minimization of the mean-square error (MSE) between the desired signal and the LMS estimate, namely, semi-infinite set of reference data, as well as of past values of the desired signal: (2) where the superscript H represents the conjugate transpose.
A direct analysis of this estimator's performance does not appear to be feasible. The traditional approach to reducing the complexity of the analysis has been to restrict the statistics of input signals through a set of assumptions, collectively known as the "independence assumptions." The effect of these assumptions is to make the current filter-weight vector statistically independent of the current tap-data vector. This simplifies the MSE analysis and gives rise to a model of the LMS estimator weights as being those of the finite Wiener filter with an additional gradient noise. Instead of modeling the LMS estimator's performance, we will look at the bounding of its performance. First we will consider the performance bound produced through the strict "independence assumptions," and then look at the performance bound produced under a milder set of assumptions.
III. INDEPENDENCE ASSUMPTIONS
The performance of any estimator can be bounded by that of the optimal estimator. The optimal MSE estimator is given by the mean of the desired signal, conditioned on the knowledge of all information available to the estimator [7, pp. 62-65] . Examining the equation for the LMS estimator (2), the optimal estimator is given bŷ There are several derivations involving the convergence of the LMS estimator, and, depending on the measure of convergence, they differ as to the constraints which make up the independence assumptions. All of them assume the tap weight vector is independent of the tap data vector; however, depending on the derivation, they differ regarding the constraints on the desired signal [8] , [9] , [10, pp. 390-405] . Despite this, these analyses all result in the convergence of the LMS weights to those of the finite Wiener filter; we will therefore choose the constraints in [8] as the most straightforward to apply here: 1) the composite (desired signal, tap input vector) vectors (Fig. 2) , where the filter weights are given in terms of the autocorrelation matrix of the reference signal R R R, and the crosscorrelation vector between the reference and desired signalsP P P .
Explicitly, the weights are
The MSE of the LMS estimator (1) under these assumptions is therefore bounded by the MSE of the finite Wiener filter, which is
IV. OPTIMAL ESTIMATOR
The "independence assumptions" are very restrictive, exempting most signals found in communications systems. All the cases where the LMS filter outperformed the finite Wiener filter used signals which necessarily violated the "independence assumptions." Since our primary concern is bounding, not modeling, the performance of the LMS filter, we will now derive a bound using a set of assumptions which do not include the "independence assumptions" and which are valid for many of the signals used in the reported cases where performance surpasses that of the finite Wiener filter.
Once again writing (3) Eliminating the first two constraints and using only an expansion of independence Assumption 3), the mutually Gaussian assumption, to include the entirety of both processes, the optimal estimator is a linear estimate and is given bŷ Note that (5) is a function of all the past and present reference data, and of all past samples of the desired signal. This equation can be rewritten as the output to the system shown in Fig. 3 d
where the impulse responses of the causal linear filter and causal linear predictor are given as h u [n] and h d [n], respectively.
Several definitions will now be made which will be used throughout the rest of this correspondence.
L be the set of all matrix functions fF F F ()g such that for every element of the matrix, fi; j (),
Definition 3: For > 0, let l be the set of all functions on the integer set fg[n]g such that
The form of the optimal estimator is known from (6) 
iii) The covariance functions depend only on the integer shifts k:
iv) The covariance functions are absolutely summable:
v) The spectral density matrix 8 8 8() is nonnegative Hermitian with
vi) h d and h u are stable filters:
The optimal estimator is given by the conditional mean which is a projection operator. Let us first make use of the projection theorem [ The set of all second-order random variables defined on the probability space (; F; P ) forms a Hilbert space L2(dP ) [7, pp. 46-48] . A closed linear subspace of L 2 (dP) is formed by the discrete-time convolution of stable filters acting on elements of L2(dP ). Assumptions i) and vi) are therefore sufficient to invoke this theorem. Using the property that the error of the optimal estimator is orthogonal to the subspace, we can write
This can be separated into two equations which must both be satisfied: 
and
From the spectral representation theorem, the output process resulting from the linear time-invariant filtering of a second-order wide-sense-stationary input process may be written in terms of the spectral representation of the input process and the Fourier transform of the filter H(), provided that the filter resides in L 2 (dS()), where S() is the power spectral distribution of the input process [ 
Applying (11)- (13) to the projection theorem, (7) and (8), gives
Since these integrals are defined in the mean-square sense, the expectation operation can be pulled inside the integrations. Swapping integration and expectation in (14) and (15) 
The orthogonal increment property of the spectral representation, (), along with (9) from the spectral representation theorem, yields [7, To write (18) and (19) in terms of the processes' spectral density functions, we need the spectral density functions to exist and to be bounded and continuous. This can be related to constraints on the It should be noted that in the case of a one-step predictor the constraints (21) and (22) 
on C, the nth Fourier coefficient of which vanishes for n < 0, such For us X X X(e i ) thus represents the anticausal factor. We will therefore write the spectral density matrix as the product of a matrix 9 9 9() and its hermitian transpose, where 9 9 9() represents the causal part and 9 9 9 H () represents the anticausal part:
8 8 8() = 9 9 9 H ()9 9 9():
Note that many methods, both analytic and numeric, exist to perform such matrix factorizations; the reader is referred to Kucera [12] for an overview of several methods. The solution to the multidimensional filtering/prediction problem can then be solved, using a method demonstrated by Wong [13] , as follows: 
8()H H H() =F F F ():
Premultiplying both sides by [ 
Equation (26) is the performance of the optimal estimator under these assumptions and, as such, it is a bound on the performance of all other estimators. Therefore, this provides us with a bound on the performance of the LMS estimator under a mild set of assumptions which does not exclude data contributions available to the estimator.
V. RESULTS
Now that we have bounded the performance of the LMS estimator, (26), for the class of signals meeting Assumptions i)-v), we wish to demonstrate this bound for scenarios where the LMS estimator outperforms the finite Wiener filter. To do this, we must produce reference and desired signals which meet Assumptions i)-v) and, when operated on by an LMS estimator, result in that estimator's performance exceeding that of the finite Wiener filter.
The stable autoregressive (AR) processes generated by the system in Fig. 4 satisfy Assumptions i)-v). The desired and reference signals are first-order AR processes generated from the same white Gaussian noise source with an independent Gaussian noise component added to each signal.
For the LMS adaptive filter to outperform the finite Wiener filter, it is necessary to generate scenarios where the optimal estimator, and thus the LMS filter, have significant contributions from data not available to the finite Wiener filter. This is not to say that this is sufficient to generate such scenarios, just that it is necessary. The filters of the optimal estimator, H d () and Hu(), are directly dependent on the autoand crosscorrelations of the desired and reference processes. When the optimal estimator has significant contributions from data outside the length of the finite Wiener filter, we would expect the auto-and crosscorrelations to have significant magnitude outside the range of the finite Wiener filter. While the converse is not necessarily true, a trivial example being where the reference and desired processes have long autocorrelations but are identical and result in the trivial estimator of
, this does direct us toward the types of processes which might generate this behavior. As the pole of an AR process is moved closer to the unit circle, the magnitude and significant length of the process's autocorrelation function is increased. Therefore, in order to have the system in Fig. 4 generate scenarios where the LMS performance exceeds that of the finite Wiener filter, the poles of the AR processes are restricted to be close to the unit circle. This was done because the NLMS algorithm was stable over relatively larger values of the adaptation constant, where the performance gain was greatest. The finite Wiener filter and optimal estimator performances were evaluated numerically. The matrix spectral factorization required in evaluating the optimal estimator was performed using the analytical method developed by Davis [14] , modified for a complex discrete system. Plots of the MSE performance of the LMS estimator, optimal estimator, and finite Wiener filter are shown under different combinations of pole locations and signal-to-noise ratios in order to compare the performance of the LMS estimator to both an absolute bound on its performance as well as to the bound obtained through the "independence assumptions." Fig. 5 is a graph of the MSE as a function of the adaptation constant . For this simulation, the AR poles were held constant with radii r = 0:99 and angle separation 3.6 . The signal-to-noise ratio on the desired channel, SNR d , was 20 dB, while the reference channel signal-to-noise ratio, SNRu, was also 20 dB. The filter length L was 25 taps. From the plot, notice that the LMS estimator does indeed outperform the finite Wiener filter. Also, note that the LMS estimator performance comes close to achieving that of the optimal estimator as increases to an optimal value. Having a decreasing MSE as increases is contrary to the conventional wisdom that has resulted from the "independence assumptions" model. This can be explained by noting that regulates the amount of error fed back into the LMS estimator; by increasing the amount of error being fed back, one is increasing the contributions of the data from the past values of desired and reference data, which are unavailable to the finite Wiener filter. Fig. 6 is a graph of MSE as a function of the pole radii r, where for each value of r the LMS estimator MSE values were taken over a range of adaptation constants; the one which resulted in the smallest MSE was used. The pole angle separation, 0 , was held constant at 3:6 , with signal-to-noise ratios of SNR d = 20 dB and SNR u = 20 dB and a filter length of L = 25. As a pole is moved closer to the unit circle, the power of the AR process is increased. To maintain constant signal-tonoise ratios, the AR process generator noise power was decreased as the poles were moved closer to the unit circle, maintaining a constant power for the AR processes. The performance of the optimal estimator is almost invariant to the pole locations, and is instead dependent on the signal-to-noise ratios in the reference and desired channels. Also, note that it is not until the poles begin to approach the unit circle that the optimal estimator and the finite Wiener filter's performance begin to diverge. The LMS estimator's performance was dependent on the pole locations, but not to the same degree as the finite Wiener filter; its MSE rose more slowly than that of the finite Wiener filter as the poles approached the unit circle. Fig. 7 is a graph of MSE as a function of the pole angle difference, and again the LMS estimator's performance was evaluated over a range of adaptations constants, the one with the lowest MSE being used. The pole radii were held constant at r = 0:99, with signal-to-noise ratios of SNR d = 20 dB and SNR u = 20 dB, and a filter length of L = 25.
The smaller the angle separation, the greater crosscorrelation between the reference and the desired process. This, along with the long autocorrelation sequences resulting from the poles' proximity to the unit circle, allows the LMS estimator to take advantage of correlated data outside of the range of the finite Wiener filter, resulting in lower MSE for the LMS estimator. Thus as the pole angle separation decreases, the disparity between the LMS estimator and the finite Wiener filter increases, until the angle separation nears zero. At these points, the high crosscorrelation between u[n] and d[n] dominates the terms in the optimal estimator, allowing for the finite Wiener filter to achieve similar performance. ; only the reference noise power was varied. The LMS estimator's performance was evaluated at the optimum value. The filter length of the LMS estimator was L = 25. The LMS estimator (2) is dominated by terms from the reference channel; this dependence is exemplified by the degradation of the LMS estimator's performance for low SNR u values. Fig. 9 is the complementary graph to Fig. 8 , where now the signal-to-noise ratio of the desired channel, SNR d , is varied and the SNR u is held constant at 20 dB. Comparing this to Fig. 8 , the performance of the LMS estimator is less sensitive to changes on the desired channel SNR. Given that the optimal performance is relatively constant, when the SNR on either channel becomes low it uses more of the signal from the other channel to form the estimate. Curves representing the performance of a causal Wiener predictor, operating on the past samples of the desired channel, and of a causal Wiener filter, operating on the present and past samples of the reference channel, are included in Figs. 8 and 9 to corroborate this point. Comparing, in Fig. 8 , the optimal estimator to that of both the causal Wiener filter and the Wiener predictor operating at a low reference channel SNR, the optimal estimator is clearly relying more heavily on the desired channel data, given that the optimal estimator's performance nearly matches that of the causal Weiner predictor and far exceeds that of the causal Wiener filter. The same can be shown for the converse case where the desired channel SNR is low, where in this case the optimal estimator's performance more closely matches that of the causal Wiener filter which uses only data from the reference channel. In contrast, the LMS estimator is tightly tied to the reference channel, so degradation on this channel can lead to LMS estimator performance degradation equal to that of the finite Wiener filter. This dependence is exemplified by comparing the LMS estimator's performance with that of the causal Wiener filter and the Wiener predictor and noting that its performance more closely resembles that of the causal Wiener filter. This is not to imply that the LMS only makes use of the reference channel; as shown in Section IV it, in fact, uses data from both channels and thus its performance is only bounded by that of the optimal estimator(26). This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the LMS estimator, a nonlinear estimator formed from a simple feedback structure, is shown to match the performance of the causal Wiener filter operating on all past and present samples of the reference channel.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we bounded the performance of the LMS estimator for a class of signals without using the "independence assumptions." Cases where the LMS estimator outperforms the finite Wiener filter which, again, arises from the "independence assumptions" bound, were then generated, and the performance of the LMS estimator was compared to the bound. The LMS estimator was found to greatly outperform the finite Wiener filter in these cases, and, in some cases, resembled that of the optimal estimator. This behavior can be attributed to the fact that the LMS estimator uses information not available to the finite Wiener filter. These data include not only all values of the reference data, but also all past values of the desired signal. Note that even though the LMS estimator uses past values of the desired signal, it is more dependent on the values of the reference data; this was demonstrated by the sensitivity to SNR changes on the reference channel. Finally, while the effect demonstrated in this correspondence occurs only under severe violation of the "independence assumptions," it does have applications in both interference suppression and noise cancellation. Both [3] and [4] have demonstrated the usefulness of this property when the LMS estimator is used in adaptive equalizers to suppress a narrowband interferer. As for noise cancellation, the simulation results presented in this correspondence could be easily reworked to represent the LMS estimator when it is used to cancel a Doppler shifted narrowband signal.
